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Rates: Not bothered
Despite the upbeat macro data, market rates have lurched lower. The
eurozone 10yr swap rate remains above zero, but only just. The US
10yr swap rate is now closer to 1% than to 2%. This rates market is
not for budging on macro prints it seems. As taper chat intensifies, this
should change, and we target 2%. If not, extrapolate and 1% just gets
closer
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Core rates are in low in part reflecting captive buyers, and the
relative yield in Treasuries
Core rates markets continue to trade with remarkable resilience to buoyant macro prints.

Part of this reflects captive buyers of core bonds. These include central banks through bond buying
programmes. It would also include pension funds that are often actuarially constrained to be long
the same type of rates that their liabilities are discounted at. But also, a large rump of accounts
sitting outside of the US view the level of US market rates as generous when compared to their
domestic ones.
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The US 10yr rate has been testing lower of late (%)

Source: Macrobond, ING estimates

But the other explanation centres on a bond market that doubts
the macro positives
Another part of the explanation centres on an implied rates market objection to the medium-term
sustainability of macro positivity. Simply based off market levels, the vision of the future coming
from the rates market remains a troubled one. The eurozone 10yr swap rate has had its nose
above zero since February, but is struggling now in low-single digits. The US 10yr is in the 1.3%
area and well off the 1.75% level touched in March. It’s all a bit dour.

The eurozone 10yr rate has also been easing lower of late (%)

Source: Macrobond, ING estimates

At least curves are steep - good! But arguably they should be
much steeper
The good news is curves are relatively steep, with high long rates telegraphing that central bank
rate hikes are coming. But arguably curves should be much steeper. The simplest means to
achieve this would be through the unwinding of large negative real rates. But, even in the past
week real yields have moved deeper into negative territory again (US 10yr back at -1%).
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The US 10yr real rate (yield on inflation protected securities)
has edged deeper into negative turf again (%)

Source: Macrobond, ING estimates

The US 10yr seems to be more attracted to 1% than 2%.
Material taper talk could spark a change
The US is key here, and simplistically there are two outcomes ahead. One is a 1-handle
outcome. This is where the 10yr grinds down towards 1% (extrapolate the path we are
currently on). The other is a 2-handle outcome, where the US 10yr reverts higher and ends
up at 2-point-something. That’s our macro-inspired central view. But it’s proving to be a
heavy lift. Proper taper talk should be determinative, and if that does not push us there,
then it’s hard to know what will.
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